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ABSTRACT 

 This thesis explores two uses of deep neural networks to perform quasi-semantic visual 

tasks in two domains: creating convincing color correction for raw video stills, and discovering 

images semantically similar to a search image. First, two methods are compared to determine 

which works better for color grading. Method A, using a retrained classification network, works 

very effectively but is not easily extensible. Method B, using a trained conditional Generative 

Adversarial Network, works extremely well, though it softens images a small amount and can 

create artifacts in the corrected images. Of the two methods, cGAN is chosen as the best option 

for future research. Second, we repurpose and retrain a classification network to create a 

histogram of output classifications used to recall images that are similar to a query image. This 

method works effectively, discovering images that match or nearly match the query image with a 

high degree of precision.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

 Recently a great deal of excitement has focused on so-called deep neural networks and 

the ability to train them to perform highly complex tasks—tasks that verge on the semantic in 

that an artificial neural network can process images, words, and other items in a quasi-

meaningful manner. While they are (of course) not generally knowledgeable, these neural 

networks do an impressive job at the specific task for which they have been trained, and research 

is being conducted into use of these networks for more and more diverse uses.  

This thesis consists of two papers, published recently, that explore different methodologies that 

utilize deep neural networks (specifically convolutional networks) to ‘recognize’ images and 

manipulate data associated with them. Chapter 2 combines two related publications into one 

chapter. The conference paper, “Aesthetic Grading: Color Correction via Neural Networks,” was 

presented at the Theory and Practice in Modern Computing conference (part of the Multi-

Conference on Computer Science and Information Systems) in Madrid, Spain, in July, 2018, and 

published in the conference proceedings (Kundert-Gibbs 2018). This paper was selected as one 

of only eight papers in the conference to be extended and published separately. The extended 

version, “Video Color Grading via Deep Neural Networks,” was published in the International 

Journal on Computer Science and Information Systems, 13, No., 2 (Gibbs 2018). Chapter 3 is an 

extended version of the paper, “Image-Based Content Retrieval via Class-Based 

Histogram Comparisons,” presented at the IT convergence and security conference in Seoul, 
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South Korea, in September of 2017, and published in the conference proceedings (Kundert-

Gibbs 2017). 

Chapter 2 compares the efficacy of two neural network types—classification and conditional 

Generative Adversarial—in their respective abilities to resolve image problems commonly found 

in raw video sequences. Chapter 3 demonstrates the use of a novel histogram comparison method 

that is utilized to recognize best matches to a query image and to return them to the user. 

Together, these chapters exemplify the breadth of cases for which deep convolutional neural 

networks can be utilized. Chapter 4 briefly presents the import of the work done in the thesis as a 

whole, as well as some discussion of research that has occurred since the publication of the two 

articles. 

1.2 Summary of Research 

We here briefly summarize the results presented in chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 2 compares 

two different methods to solve image correction issues—commonly termed color grading or 

color correction—in video sequences. The first method explored is to retrain a classification 

network to recognize specific color correction issues exemplified in a given image (or image 

sequence). The goal of using this system would be to identify a problem or problems, and guide 

another piece of software to make corrections to the image(s). Generally speaking, color grading 

issues are of a low frequency nature, such as the wrong color cast (e.g., too green), too much 

contrast, or an incorrect black point (e.g., set 33% too high). In other words, rather than high 

frequency elements—like edges, corners, and rapidly changing color—that most classification 

networks are trained to recognize, our retraining is specifically related to the low frequency 

aspects of an image: its general color, overall contrast between light and dark areas, and the 

general brightness of light areas versus dark ones. Retraining a Convolutional Neural Network 
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(CNN) to detect these image issues is extremely effective, even though the original network was 

not designed to train for such low frequency image elements. The two big, related problems with 

our classification method are data labeling and extensibility. It turns out that the network over-

trains very easily (and this is not readily resolved) and thus new problems, or combinations of 

problems, are not properly classified. This shortcoming necessitates a very large, varied, and 

labeled data set, which would be extremely time consuming to create. Additionally, there is a 

more fundamental problem in classification itself: how does one classify an image with 

potentially dozens of changes made on a more-or-less infinite scale? For example, an image 

might be 22% too blue, have a black point 15% too low, a contrast 64% too high, and an orange 

cast that is 71% too much. With so many variables, creating a complete (or even nearly 

complete) classification database could require tens of thousands of categories, which would 

reduce the efficacy of the network and also make labeling the thousands or even millions of 

images needed for training extremely challenging.  

The second method explored for image correction is a conditional Generative Adversarial 

Network (cGAN). This relatively new type of neural network actually changes the pixels in an 

input image to create an output image (rather than simply classifying image categories or 

problems like a classification network). One well known use for this type of network is to 

colorize black and white photographs (see Iizuka, Simo-Serra, and Ishikawa 2016): a black and 

white input image is presented to a cGAN, which outputs a color image that should be 

indistinguishable from an actual color photo. Using this system for color correction in a video 

sequence produces excellent results, creating images that are nearly equivalent (on a pixel-by-

pixel basis) to properly color graded images (see Figure 2.7 for an example). Furthermore, this 

network can be trained with ‘before and after’ images—in a semi-supervised mode—that do not 
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need to be labeled; thus any sequence of images can be utilized without the need for anyone to 

label the data, nor even need to explicitly know what is wrong with the ‘before’ images. The 

drawbacks of this network are that it can create artifacts in the resultant image (as an entirely 

new image is being produced), that it softens the resulting image slightly, and that image 

sequences can appear to flicker, as each image is produced independently. All three of these 

drawbacks are mitigated in the results section of Chapter 2. Our conclusion is that, while both 

networks perform very well, the cGAN is the method that should be explored further. Its 

drawbacks are smaller and are easier to mitigate, it produces excellent output images, and it can 

be further trained on very large datasets without the need to label any data.  

In Chapter 3, we find that our histogram-based use of a retrained classification network is 

effective at finding images in a database that are semantically similar to a query image. Our 

novel approach repurposes the standard image-net classification system, which consists of 1,000 

categories. Rather than the nominal use of a classification network to discover a best category for 

an image by extracting the category (from the 1,000 candidates) with the highest probability, we 

examine the query image’s histogram, created by all 1,000 probabilities, and match this with the 

most similar histograms from our image database. With some reworking, some retraining, and a 

voting system (all described in Chapter 3), the histogram method works remarkably well at 

finding images that are qualitatively very similar to given query images. Though there is a one 

time startup penalty in that every image in the search database has to have its histogram 

calculated, the actual comparison of histograms is very straightforward and can be accomplished 

rapidly. Also of interest, when a query image is input that has 0 matches in the search database, 

the network performs a ‘graceful failure,’ finding images that are extremely similar even though 

they are not the same (as they cannot be, given that there are no matching images in the 
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database). As the classification network was never designed to be used for image-based recall, 

nor was it designed for the histogram of results to be significant, the success of this method is 

remarkable. 

While chapters 2 and 3 are self-contained, as they were published independently, we will take 

the opportunity in the rest of the introduction to discuss more general matters that help 

contextualize the work presented later in this paper. We present a brief, basic overview of the 

history of neural networks, then discuss Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), and finally 

discuss the newer Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) and conditional Generative 

Adversarial Networks (cGANs).  

1.3 Introduction to Neural Networks and Convolutional Neural Networks 

Neural networks have been around in one form or another since the early days of 

Artificial Intelligence research. Even as far back as Alan Turing’s work in the 1930s and 40s (see 

Turing 2004 for several of his seminal articles), he noted the possibility that a computing device 

could hypothetically operate similarly enough to a human to fool the test subject—an experiment 

now commonly referred to as the Turing test. Though this work was purely theoretical, and did 

not involve neural networks, it nonetheless established the notion that computers could somehow 

model the human mind. On a more practical level, Grey Walter in the late 1940s invented Elmer 

and Elsie, two autonomous robots with rudimentary vision circuitry.  

1.3.1 Early Neural Networks 

It was Frank Rosenblatt’s work at Cornell University in the late 1950s that created the first true 

artificial neural networks, which Rosenblatt named perceptrons as his initial work was on vision. 

These rudimentary neural networks, which consisted of a complex blend of digital and analogue 

parts, were able to distinguish basic shapes, such as triangles and squares. More importantly, 
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perceptrons demonstrated that Rosenblatt’s theory—based on his work in Psychology—that one 

could model the neuronal thresholding in electronic circuitry was viable. Though these early 

perceptrons, shown in Figure 1.1, only worked on simple problems, they could in fact ‘learn’ via 

a shifting of input weights of a node. Each node would take its inputs and, using a non-linear 

function—initially utilizing physical stepping motors(!)—would ‘fire’ if enough input signal had 

been detected: a threshold had been reached. This thresholded cellular firing (via action potential 

in cellular sodium channels) is how neurons in an animal brain work, and Rosenblatt’s ability to 

vary input weights of a perceptron node was analogous to reducing the transmission resistance 

between an axon and a dendrite in a biological brain.  

 

Figure 1.1: Frank Rosenblatt (right) working on an early perceptron (from the Pace University 
archives) 
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A basic three layer perceptron is shown in Figure 1.2. As can be seen, there is an input layer, 

which takes in some signal from the outside world (e.g., data from a vision system), an output 

layer, which generally makes a decision concerning the input (e.g., is it a triangle or a square?), 

and a hidden layer of nodes that take the input data and either fire (pass on the signal) or do not 

fire (ignore the incoming signal) depending on how much activity they receive from the nodes in 

the previous layer. Weighted connections join all of these neuron-like nodes, functioning like the 

axon-dendrite pair in a biological brain. Generally there is a bias weight (a constant-on signal 

that is added no matter what) and a weight that is multiplied by the incoming signal from 

connected nodes. Both bias and multiplicative weights can be positive (excitatory) or negative 

(inhibitory), and both can vary between 0 and an arbitrary number, though normally values are 

kept within a reasonable range of <= ~3 digits (e.g., less than 100 or so).  Both bias and 

multiplicative weights are changed via feedback as they are trained. In current practice, when 

trained with a labeled data set, networks use a feed-forward, back-propagating loop to alter 

weights (e.g., see Walker 1993): a signal is passed from input, via all connected nodes, to output, 

producing a decision (e.g., input is a triangle). If the decision is correct (e.g., the data is labeled a 

triangle) weights are increased at each node connection by using chained partial differential 

equations to determine how much the weights should be changed. If the answer is wrong (e.g., 

the data is labeled a square), then weights are reduced in the same manner to account for this 

error. A learning rate < 1.0 is used to reduce the effect of each data point, so that the network 

makes only small changes to weights, not large ones, which could overshoot proper weighting of 

the network. Running the network through all the training data (e.g., 10,000 training images) is 

called an epoch, and generally after each epoch, the network’s performance is tested on a 

separate data set called a testing data set. This test data provides a quantified evaluation of the 
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network’s performance at that point. Finally, to fully validate the quality of the network, a 

completely withheld validation data set is used after training to test the network against 

completely unseen examples. From a master data set, one might choose to use 70% of the data 

for training, 20% for testing, and 10% for validation.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Schematic of a basic three layer perceptron 
 
Much work was done on perceptrons through the 1960s (see for example, Rosenblatt 1957, 1960, 

1966), but then progress slowed and AI work turned to other arenas. In the 1980s, with the 

widespread availability of fairly powerful digital computers, there was a resurgence in work on 

artificial neural networks (see for example, LeCun 1988 and 1989, Hinton 1989). Of particular 

note, in the later 1980s were the first real experiments with ‘deep’ neural networks—networks 

that had more than one or two hidden layers (see for example, Tano 1982, Pessa 1988, Werbos 

1992). While significantly more complex, these networks showed the promise of being able to 

learn fairly complex, real-world tasks. Researchers like Geoffrey Hinton and Jan LeCun (both 
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recipient of the 2018 Turing Award), who are now famous in AI circles, did their initial work 

during this period.  

While promising initially, research into these early deep neural networks stalled out due to three 

main reasons: lack of processing power, lack of huge data sets, and the overall complexity of a 

deep neural network. Computers at the time were simply incapable of dealing with the huge 

numbers of calculations necessary to run a substantial neural network in decent time, and 

computer memory was also limited, reducing the number of neurons that could be kept in 

memory simultaneously. In addition, producing and labeling a large enough digital data set to 

train these networks was beyond the scope of most research at the time. Projects like the NIST 

(later to become the MNIST) data set of (originally) 4,000 images of hand written digits, in 1995 

(Grother 1995) was a major step forward in creating large enough digital data sets that could be 

used to train neural networks. As for complexity, fully connected deep neural networks have so 

many connections that the overall complexity of the network explodes exponentially, multiplying 

the computing power requirements in a commensurate manner. Progress in deep neural networks 

continued into the early 2000s, but interest in general waned, and the pace of progress was slow.  

Major changes came late in the first decade of the 21st Century. Computing power and memory 

improved drastically during this time, but just as importantly, huge new digitized datasets were 

being created, and changes in network architecture, especially the creation of Convolutional 

Neural Networks, or CNNs came onto the scene.  

1.3.2 Deep Convolutional Networks 

New image databases consisting of over one million images, like the image-net data set (image-

net 2018) provided deeper neural networks, with thousands of nodes, with the number and 

variety of input images they needed to be properly trained. Second, using convolutional layers 
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near the beginning of a deep network was a major breakthrough. These new networks, termed 

Convolutional Neural Networks, or CNNs, utilize three or more convolutional layers—where 

numerous (initially random) convolutional filters are passed (convolved) over the image—

combined with pooling and renormalizing layers, to extract higher level features from the input 

image. These features are finally passed to one or more traditional, fully connected layers, which 

produce the final results. CNNs reduced the complexity of deep neural networks because the 

convolutional (and pooling and renormalizing) layers only connect in a localized manner, rather 

than being fully connected with every other node in the next and previous layers of nodes. This 

reduced the number of weights that needed to be tracked, and thus the complexity of these 

networks to a point where contemporary computers—especially ones that utilize the new power 

of computation via graphics cards—can train networks in a reasonable time.  

For each node in a CNN, a non-linear thresholding function is used to determine whethere the 

node fires or not. One further refinement in modern CNNs is that the traditional Sigmoid 

function (		
S(x)= 1

1+e− x) is replaced with a Rectified Linear Unit, or ReLU, function (

		S(x)=max(0,x)). Figure 1.3 shows graphs of the two functions for comparison. While the 

ReLU is technically not admissible as a non-linear function, as it is not differentiable (there is a 

discontinuity at 0), it is much more effective in training the network, and it is enormously faster 

(as it simply determines if a number is greater than 0) and thus allows these huge networks to run 

at a reasonable speed. Thus in practice ReLU is commonly used, even though it technically 

violates the back propagation methodology as it is not properly differentiable. In standard 

practice, the derivative of 0 is specified to be 0, which resolves the differentiation issue. 
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Figure 1.3: A sigmoid curve (left) versus a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) curve (right) 

 

 

Figure 1.4: A schematic of the architecture of a deep convolutional neural network, or CNN 
 
As Figure 1.4 shows, a classification type CNN generally reduces the dimensionality of the 

problem to a single dimension at the end. The input matrix is most often a square image of, say, 

224 by 224 pixels. Each pixel of the image (50,176 in the case) is an input node. Information 

passes from this through the multiple hidden layers to the final layer, which is a one-dimensional 

vector (1 by 1,000 in this case). This final vector, which consists of predictions (e.g., dog, cat, 

bird, fish, etc.) consists of a set of floating point numbers, and the largest value is the prediction 

the network makes (e.g., there is a 0.87 probability that this is a picture of a dog). Between input 
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and output are numerous nodes that reduce the width and height dimensionals of the data, while 

increasing the depth dimension. Most often in the convolutional portion of the network, there are 

collections of layers in the following group: convolution layer, pooling layer, normalization 

layer. The convolution layer convolves a filter over the input image (or input data at later stages). 

If the filter is 3X3, nine weights, organized into a square pattern like a tic-tac-toe board, are 

passed over the values of the input data, multiplying the values and summing them up into a 

new, single value, and thus reducing the dimensions of the original image. Next, a pooling layer 

will often pool values (using an algorithm like max pooling), thus further reducing the input 

data’s dimensions. Finally, a normalization layer will renormalize the data values so that 

outlying values are suppressed (outlying values can cause an entire network to depend on just a 

few nodes, rather than the totality of nodes).  

Many convolutional filters are applied to the input data, so while the width and height 

dimensions of the input shrinks, the depth dimension rises from 3 (for a color input image) to 32 

or 64 or even higher as the layers get deeper. Normally the three-layer sequence (convolution, 

pooling, renormalizing) is repeated several times in the convolutional stage of the network. 

Finally, approximately three fully connected ‘training’ layers are added to the end of the 

network. These layers are laid out like the simpler perceptron, with a final output vector of 

numbers that are used to make a prediction. If the prediction is wrong, weights are reduced 

throughout the network—again using chained partial derivatives—and if the prediction is 

correct, weights are increased—just as in the simpler perceptron—using a feed-forward, back-

propagation method.  

The effect of the convolutional layers in CNN is for the network to extract more and more high-

level features, as shown in Figure 1.5. In the first convolutional layer shown, simple patterns 
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have been discovered via the multiple convolution filters being trained. In the second image, 

higher level image elements are apparent. In the third, very high level elements have been 

extracted from the data. The training layers then use these last, very high level, abstracted 

features, to make a prediction concerning the input image.  

 

Figure 1.5: Feature extraction that occurs in layers of a CNN 
 
1.3.3 Generative and Conditional Generative Adversarial Networks 

Generative Adversarial Networks, or GANs, and conditional Generative Adversarial Networks, 

or cGANs, modify the standard CNN, described above, in an interesting manner: rather than use 

an image as input to create an output prediction (i.e., a one-dimensional vector of floating point 

numbers), GANs and cGANs take input pixels and create an image (i.e., a two-dimensional 

matrix where each value is a pixel value1) rather than a simple numerical prediction. For both the 

GAN and cGAN, two networks are trained simultaneously in competition with each other: a 

generative network that is responsible for creating an output image, and an adversarial network 

                                                
1 In fact both input and output images are generally 3 color RGB images, so the input/output images will be X by Y 

by 3, or three dimensional matrices. To simplify the explanation here, however, we present the image as a flat 
plane rather that three stacked planes.  
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that judges the quality of the produced image versus a true image from a database. The 

generative network in GANs takes as input some form of ‘noise’: in other words, a vector 

(generally) of randomly generated pixel colors. The generative network in cGANs, on the other 

hand, takes an image as input with the intent that it will produce an output image that is matched 

to the input image, but altered in some defined manner (directed by the training target images). 

Both the GAN and cGAN are trained via a database of images, but the cGAN uses image pairs: 

normally the input image is deficient in some manner (e.g., black and white) while the target 

image is correct (e.g., in color). The goal of a GAN is to produce a believable, but fictional 

image—like a human face that looks real, but is of no real person. The goal of a cGAN is to alter 

an input image to such an extent that the output is indistinguishable from a ground-truth target 

image—like changing a black and white image into a believable color image. For Chapter 3, we 

make use of the cGAN network type to rework uncorrected images so that they match corrected 

target images. Research into GANs and cGANs is currently at the forefront of deep neural 

network research.  

In the following two chapters, we will discuss a way to use a cGAN to correct raw input data 

from a video sequence, as well as a new method of utilizing a CNN to retrieve images similar to 

a query image. This brief introduction to these related network types should serve as a basis from 

which to better understand the work discussed below.  
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CHAPTER 2 

VIDEO COLOR GRADING VIA DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS2 

2.1 Introduction 

Color grading, also known as color correction, is a task which many film and video 

viewers do not even know takes place. This job is nonetheless supremely important to the 

professional look of a finished film or video. Color correction is the job of taking raw footage 

from a video/film shoot and adjusting elements such as exposure, saturation, contrast, black 

point, white point, and color casts to achieve a higher quality, more pleasing, and more uniform 

look for takes shot under different lighting conditions and on different days. While the general 

public might not understand that continuity and look problems exist under the controlled 

conditions of a professional shoot, a scene is often shot over many hours, or even several days. 

Thus, elements such a sunlight and/or artificial lighting can change (or the crew can move lights 

to better light an individual close-up shot, for example). Additionally, traditional film as well as 

digital camera sensors can respond differently to the same lighting conditions depending on 

many factors, including film chemistry changes and how long a digital camera has been running 

(and thus how hot the sensor is). Thus even with a trained and knowledgeable crew, there will be 

differences between shots in a given scene, and most assuredly there will be differences between 

different scenes.3 The art of color grading and correction is to make every shot look ‘good’ (an 

                                                
2 This chapter is based on the following two published papers: (Kundert-Gibbs 2018) and (Gibbs 2018). 
3 In addition to the issues noted above, much professional and pro-sumer video is currently shot using a log format 

(which encodes raw data on a log rather than linear curve, thus allowing for more data per channel, at the expense 
of looking very washed out when viewed directly). Color correction, then, also involves running raw video data 
through established Color Look-Up Tables, or CLUTs, as a first step. As this step is already well understood and 
automated, it is outside the scope of this paper. 
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admittedly aesthetic judgment) and also to hide the differences between the various shots of a 

piece, which can number in the thousands for a full-length movie. The job of color grading 

requires a good deal of operator expertise, time, and expensive equipment, and thus costs a large 

amount of money—upwards of $10,000US for an independent film (Liftgammagain 2015), and 

substantially more for a large commercial production. Thus color correction can prove to be a 

significant cost for a small film, or even a large budget one. Even more critically, the expertise 

involved in performing the task of color grading is beyond the knowledge, budget, or time of 

most amateur filmmakers, YouTube authors, home video makers, and so on. For such people, 

color correction is not well understood and the job is often not undertaken at all, creating video 

output that looks amateur: elements like contrast, color casts, black point, and so on, are not 

adjusted (or not adjusted properly), and there is little continuity between shots.  

Given these problems, professional and amateur filmmakers would find an automated solution to 

color correction a welcome addition, both for cost savings and for the ability to have a one-click 

solution to a complex and time-consuming task. While the ‘artistic’ task of correcting color to 

please the human eye, as well as to hide discontinuities in coloring for different shots, is at the 

same time subtle, aesthetic, and fuzzy (i.e., not obviously deterministic), and thus seems an 

unlikely domain for computers, we show here that color grading/correction is a process which 

consists of many precise steps that can be learned and executed well by either of two different 

neural network architectures. During a color correcting session, a color grader makes a number 

of traceable, quantitative steps to achieve the artistic goals of creating an intended look and 

hiding the variations between shots in a film. As we show here, these steps from an input 

(uncorrected) image to an output (corrected) image can in fact be learned by neural networks, 

both as a classification problem, via a classification network, and as a generative problem, via a 
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conditional generative adversarial network. In each case, the network produces excellent quality 

output, though each has ongoing issues that are the subject of continuing research.  

2.2 Background 

Though deep neural networks have been studied since the 1980s (Hinton 1989, 

Olshausen and Field 1997), improvements in computer speed, GPU speed and memory, and 

better algorithms that take advantage of the processing power of newer CPUs and GPUs 

generated a renaissance in deep neural network research by the early 2000s (Hinton and Ruslan 

2006, Yoshua and Lecun 2007). When a convolutional deep neural network (CNN) won the 

image-net 2012 competition by a large margin (Krizhevsky, Sutskever and Hinton 2012), 

researchers at large noticed, and since that point a veritable flood of new research has been 

published utilizing deep neural nets and CNNs to great success. From understanding words 

(Mikolov et al 2013), to image recognition (Ciresan, Meier and Schmidhuber 2012, Zisserman 

2014, Glorot, Bordes and Bengio 2011), to image caption generation (Vinyals et al 2015), to 

image-based recognition (Kundert-Gibbs 2017), to colorizing black and white images (Iizuka, 

Simo-Serra and Ishikawa 2016, Reinhard et al 2001, Zhang, Isola and Efros 2016), even to 

generating bizarre new images (Evans 2016, Computerphile 2016), deep neural networks have, 

in only a few years, come to be the preferred architecture for numerous tasks that people once 

considered beyond computer Artificial Intelligence ability. It is the combination of precision (of 

feature recognition and discrimination, for example) with the ‘human’ quality of understanding 

large-scale semantic elements in images (Chen et al 2015, Gatys, Ecker and Bethge 2016) that is 

particularly important to the project of color correction. In the previous chapter, we explore the 

semantic issue of image-based recall (IBR) (also see Kundert-Gibbs 2017) by building off a 

classification network (Vedaldi, Lenc and Henriques 2016, Veldaldi and Zisserman 2017). For 
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color correction as well, a classification network is an obvious contender, as the task bears some 

underlying similarities to IBR. By learning to classify ‘what is wrong’ with an image, a 

classification network can, via a plug-in, instruct a dedicated color grading program like DaVinci 

Resolve to do the actual color correction at its guidance. A contrasting method of color grading 

we examine is the relatively newly developed conditional generative adversarial network, or 

cGAN (Mirza and Osindero 2014). This network constructs entirely new, hopefully improved 

images, using unlabeled raw-corrected image pairs to train the network. We modified the 

network described in (Isola et al 2017) to work on the color correction problem, focusing training 

on low frequency, often subtle details in the images. The two network architectures examined 

here have complementary advantages and disadvantages, which are discussed below. 

As with most neural network problems (and indeed modern AI as a whole), asset collection is a 

significant issue. Neural networks prefer large data sets, and classification networks require 

labeling—their major disadvantage compared to cGANs, which can learn in a semi-supervised 

setting (Radford, Metz and Chintala 2015). Film, fortunately, produces an almost limitless 

number of frames (still images which make up a movie), and thus data can be produced. There 

are, however, two issues: the first is that one needs matched sets of uncorrected and corrected 

images to train on; the second is that, at least for classification networks, these images must be 

labeled in a manner that captures the problems inherent in each image. For our initial work, we 

needed a small-to-medium-sized data set of at least 10,000 uncorrected images, each of which 

needed to have a corresponding corrected image as well as proper labeling to indicate the issue 

with the uncorrected image.  

Josh Kundert-Gibbs, professional cinematographer and color grader, was able to provide us with 

properly adjusted and logged sample images in the following manner. He properly color graded a 
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number of shots—mostly talking heads from a documentary he was shooting—providing 675 

frames broken down as follows: 15 different “shots” (one person talking) of 45 frames each. This 

set of images is ‘correct’ in the sense that a domain expert deems them to be so—an artistic 

judgment, obviously. While the judgment is artistic/aesthetic, many of the elements of good 

color correction, such as a good black point value, and ‘not too green,’ can be determined fairly 

effectively, if qualitatively, by looking at the shots. Beyond this, the value judgment that the 

shots look ‘good’ according to a professional’s opinion is something that knowledge engineers 

are familiar with: inputs and outcomes are often somewhat fuzzy when learning from big data 

(McClean, Scotney and Shapcott 2000, Wood and Antonsson 1989). For these reasons, though 

‘properly color graded’ is the opinion of one individual, it is a professional opinion and thus can 

be respected for our training/testing data set. One could eventually train duplicate networks to 

color grade based on different individuals’ tastes, producing a number of different looks for a 

movie that a user could choose between.  

To provide the ‘uncorrected’ (or detuned) images, at our direction the domain expert next created 

a number of carefully controlled incorrect images as follows. He took the 675 ‘perfect’ images 

and detuned them via Davinci Resolve (color grading software), creating 24 sets of images (675 

in each set, to match the perfect set), each of which sets has one and only one element detuned in 

a controlled manner. For example, he adjusted each of the 675 ‘perfect’ images to make the 

green channel one of three levels too high (33%, 66%, or 100% too high). Each of these detuned 

images is labeled with the error (e.g., OneLevelTooGreen001.png) so that a classification 

network can judge its success or failure in classifying the problem with the image. In total, he 

produced 24 sets of detuned images, each with a single problem area, creating a detuned 

database of 16,200 incorrect images. Though we did not need labeled images for the cGAN tests, 
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we utilized the same set of data in order to compare the quality of the output versus the 

classification network under the same training circumstances. 

Images were reduced in dimension from 2K images (3840X2160 pixels) to a much smaller sized 

456X256 pixels. Primarily this size reduction was needed to reduce system memory 

requirements and to substantially reduce the time it takes to process images in the network. In 

addition, color correction is generally focused on large-scale image problems, like the cast of a 

face, or the hue of the sky, so loss of smaller details is not much of an issue for images used to 

train color correction. As per the usual convention with CNNs, very small images are the 

expected inputs. More unusually, the original images are not (as per norms) square, but rather 

rectangular. For the classification network, which uses the VGG net as a start, images are 

expected to be 224X224X3 channels, so for that network, we ‘squashed’ images to that square 

aspect ratio (with 3 color channels). While this produces distorted images, it does not affect the 

aspects of the project we are interested in, and identification of problem classes was not an issue. 

As the classification network only recommends changes based on the error(s) in an image, 

distorting the input images has no discernable effect on the network’s success. For the cGAN, 

input aspect ratio is not important, so we utilize the properly sized 456X256 pixel images to 

generate image pairs—uncorrected image on the left, and corrected image on the right—that are 

912X256 pixels.  

2.3 Experimental Setup 

We simultaneously explored the two options for color grading. The first was to classify 

color correction errors via a classification network. The classification of one or more errors in the 

image could then be used by a color correction program to tweak parameters to correct for the 

noted problem(s). The second method was to use a generative network that can generate new 
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images that are able to fool a discriminator network as it compares the generator’s output with 

the target (corrected) image. While both options use deep CNNs, the two paths are 

fundamentally different in their approach.  

2.3.1 Classification Network 

For our classification network, we utilized MatConvNet, an open source convolutional neural 

network construction system built to run within MATLAB (MatConvNet 2017), modifying the 

fast VGG classification network included in the package. As noted above, and shown in Figure 

2.1, images were compressed in the horizontal dimension so that they filled a 224X224 square, 

which is the network’s expected input dimensions. The images we used, which are in .png 

format, have values for each pixel that are by default doubles in UTF-8 encoding (even though 

they are 0-255 integers). As MatConvNet assumes every number in its data tensor is a single 

precision number, we had to convert the images (the .data tensor in the database) to single using 

the single(imdb.images.data) command in MATLAB. Though CNNs have 

traditionally been trained primarily to deal with the high frequency aspects of images, they 

worked very well, after retraining, for our focus on low frequency issues within the test images.  

 

Figure 2.1: A sample input image with horizontal dimensions compressed to create a 
224X224 square for the classification network 

 
The classification network’s goal is to identify what is wrong with the image (e.g., 33% too 

much orange, or black point set 66% too low) and return the result, allowing an eventual 
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automated plug-in extension—or a human user—to adjust settings in a color grading program. 

The primary advantage of the classification network is that it will ‘do no harm.’ In other words, 

given that it is a classification network, it will only tell a program (or user) which adjustments to 

make to fix a given problem (e.g., if the image is 66% too orange, the output would tell the plug-

in to adjust orange color down by 66%). The primary disadvantage for the classification network 

is that it requires massive amounts of diverse, labeled data, which is not only time-consuming 

but a fundamentally challenging task. In our case, for example, we made 24 singular de-tuning 

adjustments to our ‘perfect’ images (black point 66% too high, etc.). This only accounts for one 

grading issue at a time, however. What happens when there are two issues simultaneously? Or 

when there is an unknown mix of issues? This problem can make generating properly labeled 

outputs for classification extremely challenging, as a color grader might make dozens of 

adjustments to get an image to look right to her. Thus without a large and varied amount of 

correctly labeled images to train on, the classifier might not generalize well.  

To increase chances for a network that would work on a large class of images, we used a very 

low learning rate, and inserted up to three dropout layers (placed after the last three batch-

normalization layers) with up to 80% dropouts on each of these layers to reduce the network’s 

tendency to over-train rapidly. Though this slowed training down substantially, it proved to be 

ineffective at allowing the network to generalize as the results, discussed below, demonstrate.  

2.3.2 Conditional Generative Adversarial Network 

Our conditional generative adversarial network is a modification of the open source Pix2Pix 

cGAN that is built on the torch convolutional neural network framework (Torch 2017, Pix2Pix 

2017). Modification of this network to strongly punish outlier pixels (e.g., introduced noise), to 

look at very large patches at a time, and to use temporal modifications described below, tuned 
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the network to train well with respect to our color grading issues. Prior to training, a script was 

run that paired detuned and tuned images, creating image pairs like the one shown in Figure 2.2. 

These image pairs were then fed to the cGAN for training.  

 

Figure 2.2: An example image pair (uncorrected, very blue, image on the left; corrected, 
or target image on the right) that is fed into the conditional Generative Adversarial Network 

 
The cGAN methodology changes input pixels to generate an entirely new output image that will 

(hopefully) fool an adversarial discriminator network into thinking its output is in fact the target 

image. The primary advantage of the cGAN is that it can utilize any set of corrected/uncorrected 

image pairs (of which there is a vast potential supply). An additional benefit of using a cGAN is 

that it provides a stand-alone solution to color grading: no other piece of software is needed to 

perform the color correction—as with the classification network—as the network generates 

corrected images itself. The primary concern with this network is that it will do damage to the 

image, reducing the quality or consistency of the output. An image, for example, might have its 

green cast adjusted properly by the cGAN, but the generator network might insert random noise 

into the image, or, worse, insert large-scale artifacts into the image. In these cases, the output 

images will be sub-optimal, likely to the extent that a viewer will notice the problems. Just as 

problematically, each image might be corrected well, but each image might be adjusted 

differently from others around it in a video sequence, thus causing images to flicker as they are 

presented at 24 or more frames per second.  
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For the cGAN, another significant concern is preserving high frequency detail while correcting 

large-scale, low frequency image issues. We tried several methods, some of which addressed the 

problem well (see Results, below). One of the reasons Pix2Pix was a good starting point for us is 

that the scripts utilize both patch and Euclidean error metrics, which account for feature 

matching and also per-pixel distance errors. Though it tends to produce blurrier images than the 

L1 (absolute distance) measure used by (Isola et al 2017), we used MSE (mean squared error) 

metrics to more drastically penalize rogue pixels in the output images. We also increased patch 

size and the metrics used for penalizing mismatched patches. Adjusting the network helped deal 

with unwanted, transient pixels and patches that would come across as flickers in a moving 

image, with the caveat that the individual images had softer edge detail due to these more 

draconian error metrics. As our ultimate goal is to produce color corrected image sequences 

(video), rogue or mismatched elements are unacceptable as they result in poor quality output, 

while slightly fuzzier images are not a noticeable issue in moving video, and there are as well 

ways to deal with softer images post hoc, as discussed below. In addition, we modified our 

cGAN to read in multiple frames of a video sequence at once by increasing the dimensionality of 

our tensor by one degree, accounting for a temporal dimension. Adding a fourth dimension to the 

tensor creates a X by Y by F by 3 (by batch size)4 tensor, where the additional F dimension is the 

number of frames in a clip. While this addition increased memory requirements, training on 

sequential frames allowed the cGAN to learn to generate multiple frames that look alike, which 

is critical for making image sequences all look the same. Training individual images led to a 

flickering look, as each image was generated independently; sequencing images allowed the 

network to train to produce matched output for multiple images that were very nearly the same.  

                                                
4 X = image horizontal dimension, Y = image vertical dimension, F = number of frames in a clip, 3 = image color 

channels (RGB), and batch size = the number of images pulled into memory for simultaneous batch training.  
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2.3.3 General Setup 

For both networks, we randomly selected approximately 2/3 of the 16,200 images for training, 

with about 1/6 for testing, and 1/6 held out for validation. While our concerns for each network 

were significant, they are, interestingly, complementary. While the classification network needs 

a labeled dataset and might not generalize as well, the cGAN is not much affected by these 

problems. On the other hand, where the cGAN might introduce noise or softness into the image, 

the classification network, as it only detects problems, cannot introduce any image degradation. 

For both networks, our interest was primarily in low frequency issues, like color casts or issues 

with contrast, as shown in Figure 2.3. Therefore we adjusted the parameters of each network to 

be more attuned to low frequency issues as opposed to the more usual concern researchers have 

with high frequency elements of images (e.g., feature detection). 

 

Figure 2.3: Two source images showing the low frequency nature of color correction 
issues. The left image has its white point set 100% too low, while the right image has its contrast 

set 100% too high 
 

2.4 Results 

After adjustments and multiple training runs, both of our networks produced excellent 

results, solving the fundamental color correction task. Each network, however, exhibited some of 

the shortcomings predicted before trials began. Section 3.4.1 discusses results for the 

classification network while 3.4.2 discusses results for the conditional generative adversarial 

network. 
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2.4.1 Classification Network 

For our classification network, optimal results for the training data were found very quickly, 

within 30 epochs of retraining the modified VGG-f network. As shown in Figure 3.4, 

convolution filter weights were indeed adjusted to deal more with low frequency, color-centric 

issues (note the blurring of filter outputs having to do with color, and with the more intense 

colors being output from many of the filters). In fact, in many cases classification confidence 

was at or nearly 100% for the correct problem classification, as shown in Figure 3.5. For the 

trained network, nearly all errors made were in neighboring classifications, creating “nearest 

neighbor” errors. For example, the network might predict that the white point was 66% too low, 

whereas the ground truth was that it was 33% too low. As this misclassification is qualitatively 

nearly correct, we factored these near misses into our results in addition to completely correct 

results, as shown in the middle column of Table 2.1. If one considers that the eventual outcome 

of this network is to recommend corrections—reduce the white point by 66%, say—then a 

mistake like this is not a great problem: reducing the black point by 33% rather than 66% is not 

going to make a drastic difference visually in the final image. Furthermore, on examining the 

probabilities for “nearest neighbor” mistakes, we found in every case that the correct 

classification also registers with very high probability. As an eventual correction (via software 

plug-in) would likely provide averaged rather than quantized corrections, for this example it 

might adjust the white point about 50% (the weighted average between the two), which would 

provide very acceptable results, especially as human qualitative viewing will be used to 

determine the quality of the output corrections. As Table 2.1 shows, error rates on validation data 

was exceptionally low for this network. The error rate was so low, in fact, that we feared the 

network was over-trained, as was borne out by subsequent experiments.  
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Table 2.1. Error rates on validation set for classification network, including correct and 
“nearest neighbor” errors in classification of image problems 

 
 Correct  

Classification 
Nearest  
Neighbor Error 

Total 

Number of Images 2,699/2746 46/2746 2745/2746 

Percentage 98.3% 1.6% 100.0% 

 

 

Figure 2.4: First layer convolution filters before retraining (top) and after 30 epochs of 
retraining (bottom), exhibiting a focus on lower frequency and color information when retrained 
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Figure 2.5: Correct classification that the source image’s contrast is 33% too high. Note 
that the confidence in the result is 100% 

 
To test our network under more real-world conditions, we input several images with two 

detuning issues, and a few images that were simply out of camera and not corrected. 

Unfortunately the network performed poorly on these. Attempting to run the network on images 

with two classes of problems at the same time, as well as on images with unspecified problems, 

demonstrated that the network failed to generalize properly, as shown in Figure 2.6. We thus 

adjusted our training methodology, most notably inserting three dropout layers after the last three 

batch normalization layers, with up to 80% dropouts. Though this slowed training down 

considerably it did not resolve the underlying issue of network generalization to other images. 
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Figure 2.6: The network fails to generalize to images with multiple color correction 
issues. The network here predicts the image is too orange, with 100% confidence, while the true 

issues are too blue and too green 
 

2.4.2 Conditional Generative Adversarial Network 

Our cGAN with larger patches, MSE error metrics, and a high degree of weight given to the 

MSE portion of the loss function also produced very good, high quality results. As shown on the 

left and center images in Figure 2.7, the sample output image is nearly indistinguishable from the 

target image. The right-most image shows the results of subtracting the two images in Photoshop 

(via the difference layer mode—inverted to white for 0 difference, for clarity). That this image is 

nearly completely white, even for an exceptionally poor quality output image (based on output 

metrics), indicates that each pixel in the output image is extremely close to the value of the target 

image. Examining the image, approximately 74% of the pixels have integer values of 0, 

indicating that the pixel values in the two images are effectively identical. For better quality 

output images (the vast majority of outputs), the differences are much smaller.  
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Figure 2.7: cGAN output, left, compared to the target image, center. Right is the 
difference between the two images (via difference layer mode in Photoshop, inverted so that 0 

difference is white instead of black). The nearly white result shows that most pixels have nearly 
the same value (the image on left is an unusually poor output, thus showing at least some 

difference between the two images) 
 

As predicted, two significant issues pertain to the cGAN solution. First is that high frequency 

elements of the images are very slightly blurred, which was expected due to the highly weighted 

MSE factor in error accumulation, an error metric that tends to produce pixels more averaged 

over an image, especially in high frequency areas. One can see this effect in Figure 2.7, where 

edges are the primary area where there are differences between the left and center images, 

showing up as slightly colored pixels in the rightmost image. Though MSE did very well 

correcting for outlying pixels or groups of pixels, thus greatly reducing image noise, this comes 

at the cost of a slight blurring or softening of the image. Fortunately there is a simple solution to 

this problem: oversampling. This technique, which is used in many disciplines, including video 

games, blows up images beyond 100% before performing convolutional tasks on them. In our 

case, we doubled both the X and Y dimensions of our validation images (2X oversampling, 

which quadruples image size) before running the cGAN on them. After the network processed 

this larger image, producing a matching corrected one, we reduced the scale back to the original 

size. As the cGAN works well when applied to images larger than those it is trained on (see Isola 

2017), the larger image size did not prove to be a problem for the network. Figure 2.8 shows a 

blown-up section of the same image run through the network at 100% per dimension versus 
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200% per dimension. While the differences between the images are subtle, there is a distinct 

sharpening of edge detail in the oversampled image. We could also, of course, train on 

oversampled data, though this requires more memory and time for the training.  

The second problem area with the cGAN is more pernicious: as each image is run through the 

network individually, spurious pixels or patches can appear in one image that disappear (or move 

about the image) in the next. In addition, images can be corrected to different solutions when 

they are being created individually, thus producing images that have slightly different general 

characteristics (e.g., the color cast in one might be very slightly bluer than the color cast of 

another). When examining an individual image these rogue elements are generally slight 

variations, and thus are relatively invisible (or at the least inoffensive to the viewer). When 

viewed one after another in a moving image sequence, however, the changes between each 

image can produce a flickering appearance that is distracting. 

 

Figure 2.8: The cGAN run on a standard sized image (100% in X and Y), on top, versus a 
2X oversampled image (200% in X and Y), on bottom. A magnified portion of the image is 

shown here in order to reveal fine detail 
 

We attempted two solutions for these inter-image problems, both of which worked well. Our first 

solution was to utilize post-hoc frame blending, a trick that has been used for years to good effect 

to match images. The left-hand side of Figure 2.9 shows a (greatly exaggerated) problem with 
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frames not matching, while the right-hand side demonstrates how frame blending reduces the 

differential changes between frames. Frame blending, as its name suggests, takes information 

from surrounding frames (backwards and forwards by some number of frames) and averages 

pixel values between them. While each frame becomes softer using this method, the moving 

video image, at 24 or 30 frames per second, is markedly improved, image flicker is reduced, and 

the individual image softness is not apparent.  

 

Figure 2.9: Multi-frame differences produce a flickering effect, left (greatly exaggerated 
for clarity), while frame blending, right, smooths out frame-to-frame differences to produce a 

more pleasing sequence of images 
 

Our other solution to the variability of sequential images was, as discussed above, to increase the 

dimensions of our data tensor to read in image sequences all at once, creating a temporal 

dimension. By altering the data tensor so that the cGAN trained on a four dimensional ‘image’—

X, Y, image number, color channel—it learned to generate sequences of images with little 

variation between them. Due to memory constraints we were limited to 18 images per sequence, 

but this number of frames was effective at reducing variation between frames to a very small 

amount. One interesting discovery when training on four dimensional images was that flipping 

the horizontal dimension of random images within the sequence actually worked better than 

keeping them all in their original horizontal configuration. As far as we know there is not a 

rigorous explanation why flipping images during training helps, but practice is to flip images 

randomly as it empirically improves results (see Pix2Pix 2107 for a discussion). Figure 2.10 
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shows a portion of an image sequence (with random flipping), indicating that this solution 

creates consistent output images over a sequence.  

 

Figure 2.10: Training the cGAN on image sequences as a group produces a more 
consistent look. Left is the uncorrected input, middle the cGAN output, and right, the corrected 

target image. Note the random image flipping in the sequence 
 

Very importantly, the cGAN generalizes well. Given image types the network has not trained on 

at all, as in Figure 2.11, the network produces reasonable quality results, indicating that even 

with a small and specific data set to train on (i.e., talking heads video sequences), it already can 

generalize to a larger class of uncorrected images. With a larger, more diverse training set, the 

quality of output should improve even more. 
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Figure 2.11: Given totally new types of input images, the cGAN produces good quality 
results. Original uncorrected images are on the left, while corrected output images are on the 

right 
2.5 Discussion 

Both the classification and the conditional generative adversarial neural networks 

produce very high quality results. Comparatively speaking, the classification system’s main 

shortcoming—its inability to generalize well beyond a single-problem, labeled data set—is likely 

to be a more significant issue than the two problems the cGAN has—softer details and rogue, 

changing elements in succeeding images (creating image flicker).  

The only really effective way to create a more robust classification network is to accrue, and 

more problematically, properly label a large database of images. Labeling is not only time 

consuming but also highly challenging, as any number of subtle corrections can be performed by 

a color grader while working on an image. Effectively notating the range of input image 

problems being corrected for by the colorist given a real-world image is something that could 

perhaps be solved by keystroke recording software. The number of classification categories, 

however, would then become problematic. A colorist might, say, make 20 changes to one image 

sequence, and 20 changes to another image, but these changes will almost certainly not be 

identical, and thus each set of changes needs to be its own classification category. Given that 

each change can at the least go from 1% change to 100% change (and very possibly more than 

100%), the set of classification categories, even assuming each category only accounted for one 

integer percentage point at a time, could be 20 • 100, or 20,000 categories for only these 20 
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change categories. Thus the number of possible categories would grow into the tens of 

thousands, massively increasing training time and likely reducing the effectiveness of the 

network as a whole, as it would have to discriminate between very subtly differing categories.  

The cGAN’s issues, on the other hand, have already been partially addressed even with the 

limited initial data set used. Edge softening is already effectively taken care of, as oversampling 

(followed by image reduction after processing) has been added to our pipeline, and works very 

efficiently to sharpen edges and other high frequency elements in the images. Working with 

images larger than those trained on is also not a problem, as there have been few issues noted in 

our tests. Furthermore, with more time and resources, training can easily be done on larger 

images, almost certainly improving results further.  

Image-to-image variance is the outstanding issue with the cGAN. We tried two solutions to this 

problem, each of which had a positive effect. Our first solution was to post-process the image 

sequences using frame blending. This solution works well, but there can still remain subtle 

flickers, and unfortunately the individual images are degraded, as they become somewhat 

smoother and blurrier, which while generally undetectable for a viewer is nonetheless a reduction 

of overall quality and fidelity to the source images. Our second solution was to add a temporal 

dimension to our image data tensor. This addition, while increasing memory load on the 

CPU/GPU system, allows for image sequences to be corrected as a unit, creating a correction 

that accounts for a sequence of very similar images (as they are sub-second frames in a video 

clip) rather than to individual frames. This solution drastically reduced inter-frame differences in 

the video clips we used to validate our results. One other potential solution is to modify our code 

to include temporal convolution as in (Ji et al 2013), though it is not obvious that this will 
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produce better results than the image sequence modification we have implemented, as a 

combination of frame blending and image sequence training created nearly ideal output.  

 Both our classification network and our conditional generative adversarial network were trained 

to produce high quality output from the data we gave them. The classification network could 

easily identify (classify) problem areas in an image that had a single detuning error. The cGAN 

produced images that are nearly indistinguishable from the target output images. Our opinion is 

that between the two networks, the cGAN system is more suited to further research, as collecting 

unlabeled image pairs is relatively easy and straightforward, and as the issues still outstanding 

are partially solved, and thus more tractable.  

Though color correction is considered an aesthetic task, both of our neural networks learned the 

basics of the task using just 16,200 training images. Furthermore, as the intended output of these 

networks is to create qualitatively correct, rather than quantitatively correct, images—in other 

words, to please human judges rather than achieve a certain numerical metric—the fact that they 

can produce images that are considered correct by a domain expert is the most important factor 

in their utility. We believe that with further training on larger, more diverse data sets, our cGAN 

network in particular can provide a practical solution to a complex, time-consuming, artistic task 

with which every film/video producer has to contend. 
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CHAPTER 3 

IMAGE RETRIEVAL VIA CLASS-BASED HISTOGRAMS5 

3.1 Introduction 

In the last few years, users’ desire to find more images like the one they are currently 

viewing has increased dramatically. From personal photo libraries to individual and business 

searches, vast numbers of image consumers are interested in finding images that qualitatively 

match the one they are viewing at the moment. As the quantity of stored images has expanded to 

a number far beyond what any team of humans could examine, classify, and catalogue, we have 

turned to machines running Artificial Intelligence searches to do the work for us. 

The industry terms for recovering images that are visually and semantically similar to the search 

image are Content-Based Image Recall (CBIR) or Image-Based Recall (IBR). At first, IBR 

required a great deal of data processing and tuning in order to get generally sub-par results (i.e., 

much worse than a human would do performing the same task). Recently, however, AI search 

methods have become so sophisticated and robust that raw images can be submitted to an IBR 

engine and quality results returned in a very brief time. The major IBR breakthrough in the past 

few years has been the use of deep convolutional neural networks. Large search engines like 

Google, shown in Figure 3.1, Duck-Duck-Go, and others, present images the search engine 

determines to be relevant to the one a user has selected. 

                                                
5 This chapter is an extended version of the following published paper: (Kundert-Gibbs 2017). 
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Figure 3.1: Google image search presenting images (right) relevant to a query image 
(left) 

 
Even with major advances in IBR, the area is an ongoing topic of research as results are not 

consistently appropriate.  

We propose a new system that can outperform publically available IBR packages on a reasonable 

size database of images. Our system utilizes a class histogram approach (described in section 

2.3.2) to compare a query image to scores from an image database, producing quality results 

rapidly. Though evaluating IBR can prove challenging as the results are generally qualitative 

(i.e., does image 1 look like image 2?), we can make some quantitative assessment as well, using 

the error factor generated by code to examine how closely these systems think returned images 

are to the search image. By comparing our un-retrained and retrained networks to two off-the-

shelf IBR solutions, we find that our system works better than the publically available systems, 

and that further training increases the accuracy of our method. Though the two IBR packages 

ours is compared to are not nearly as robust as commercial IBR packages (like Google’s image 

search), these commercial packages are proprietary, so it is difficult to compare results. Though 
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we do not have access to these state-of-the-art packages, we nonetheless can see that our system 

outperforms what was publically available in 2017, when the research was conducted.  

3.2 Current Research In Image-Based Recall 

Substantial work has been done on the topic of IBR for more than two decades. Most of 

the traditional methods (Bishop 1995,  Kearns 1994,  Mitchell 1997, Zhou 2001, Zhou 2003) 

require a large number of training instances. These also require seeding a query with “good” 

examples (Jones 1997, Porkaew 1999, Wu 2000, Ortega-Binderberger  2003). Until recently 

most training sets were relatively small, thus IBR engines did not have much to work with. Even 

with the advent of large image databases like Image-net, and new techniques like Support Vector 

Machines (Tong 2001, Hearst 1998) and active learning (Cohn 1996), results have been only 

marginal. Some approaches making use of ensemble learning such as bagging (Breiman 1996), 

arcing (Brieman 1998), and boosting (Freund 1995), have improved results by combining other 

methods, including decision trees (Quinlan 1986, Quinlan 1996) and neural networks (Nigrin 

1993). These ensemble schemes have been successful at improving classification accuracy 

through bias or variance reduction, but they do not help reduce the number of samples and the 

time required to learn a query concept. In fact, most ensemble schemes actually increase learning 

time because they introduce learning redundancy in order to improve prediction accuracy 

(Dietterich 1995, Grove 1998, Moreira 1998).  

An approach based on Support Vector Machines (SVMs) is proposed in (Tong 2001), but this 

approach requires seeds to start, which is not practically feasible, especially for large database 

queries. An advanced approach using active learning was proposed by (Chatterjee 2015). This 

approach suffers from the limitation that the model used for retrieval has to train on annotated 
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images before it can even be deployed for testing, which is at best extremely time consuming and 

at worst practically impossible due to data availability and hardware limitations. 

Over the past decades, a variety of low-level feature descriptors have been proposed for image 

representation ranging from global features, such as color features (Jain 1996), edge features 

(Jain 1996), texture features (Manjunath 1996) GIST (Oliva 2001, Oliva 2002) and CENTRIST 

(Wu 2011), and also local feature representations, such as the bag-of-words (BoW) (Sivic 2005, 

Yang 2007, Wu 2010, Wu 2011) models using local feature descriptors (e.g. SIFT (Lowe 1999) 

and SURF (Bay 2006)). Of note, one of our baseline packages, CBIR (see below) utilizes some 

of these feature representation modes. Conventional IBR approaches usually choose rigid 

distance functions on some extracted low-level features for their similarity search mode, such as 

Euclidean distance. However, a fixed rigid similarity/distance function may not be optimal for 

complex visual image retrieval tasks. As a result recently there has been a surge of research into 

designing various distance/similarity measures on low-level features by exploring machine 

learning techniques (Wu 2011, Norouzi 2012, Chechik 2010, Chang 2007, Salakhutdinov 

2009a). Distance metric learning for image retrieval has been extensively studied (Chang 2007, 

Domeniconi 2002, Bar-Hillel 2003, Weinberger 2005, Lee 2008, Guillaumin 2009, Wang 2013b, 

Mian 2013, Wang 2013a). Some of these methods focus on hashing or compact codes 

(Salakhutdinov 2009b, Norouzi 2012, Jgou 2012, Zhang, L. 2014, Zhang, Y. 2014). Jgou (2012), 

for instance, adopted the fisher kernel to aggregate local descriptors and adopted a joint 

dimension reduction in order to reduce an image to a few dozen bytes while preserving highly 

accurate feature elements. 

Another way to enhance the feature representation is distance metric learning (DML). The key 

idea of DML is to learn an optimal metric that minimizes the distance between similar images 
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and simultaneously maximizes the distance between dissimilar images. Distance metric learning 

for image retrieval has been studied in both the machine learning and multimedia retrieval 

communities (Domeniconi 2002, Bar-Hillel 2003, Weinberger 2005, Lee 2008, Guillaumin 

2009, Wang 2013a, Mian 2013, Wang 2013b). In some instances like (Weinberger 2005) class 

labels are used to train DML. Distance metric learning techniques are typically categorized into 

two groups:  the global supervised approaches that learn a metric on a global setting by satisfying 

all the constraints simultaneously (Bar-Hillel 2003, Hoi 2006), and local supervised approaches 

that learn a metric using a patchwork technique, only satisfying the given local constraints from 

neighboring information (Weinberger 2005, Domeniconi  2002). Most DML studies employ 

batch learning methods which assume the whole collection of training data be given before the 

learning task and then trains a model from scratch. Unlike the batch learning methods, online 

DML algorithms have been studied recently as a means to handle very large image data sets by 

onboarding images as they arrive, thus doing just-in-time training (Jain 2008, Jin 2009).  

Recent advances in deep learning have created several high quality IBR techniques. Deep 

Learning lies at the intersection of several research areas, including neural networks, graphical 

modeling, optimization, pattern recognition, and signal processing. Deep learning has a long 

history, and its basic concept originated from artificial neural network research, which stretches 

back into the 1950s. Back-propagation, popularized in the 1980s (see for example Yoon 1990), is 

now widely used for training the weights of these networks. For example, (LeCun 1998) 

successfully adopts the deep supervised back-propagation convolutional network for digit 

recognition. Recently, deep learning has become a hot research topic in both computer vision and 

machine learning, where deep learning techniques achieve state of the art performance for 

various tasks. The deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) proposed in (Krizhevsky 2012) 
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received first place in the 2012 image classification task, ILSVRC-2012, proving the worth of 

this rejuvenated network architecture.  

Over the past several years, a rich family of deep learning techniques has been applied to the 

field of computer vision and machine learning. Just a few examples are Deep Belief Networks 

(Hinton 2006), Boltzmann Machines (Ackley 1985), Restricted Boltzmann Machines 

(Salakhutdinov 2007), Deep Boltzmann Machines (Salakhutdinov 2009b), and Deep Neural 

Networks (Hinton 2012, Krafka 2015).  

For our method, we make use of a pre-trained VGG- 16 model which was released by the Visual 

Graphics Group of Oxford University. A schematic of a deep convolutional neural network is 

shown in Figure 1.4, and repeated here as Figure 3.2.6 

 

Figure 3.2: A schematic of the architecture of a deep convolutional neural network, or 
CNN 

 
Some very recent work has been done on image classification using histograms in the medical 

field (Rahman 2017) and texture classification (Kulkarni 2018). While this work is not directly 

                                                
6 See Section 1.3.2, on page 9, for a discussion of the architecture of CNNs. 
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related to our work here, it is interesting that other researchers have begun to make use of 

histograms in combination with neural networks.  

3.3 IBR Packages 

While a number of IBR packages exist, we found two packages based on MATLAB that 

are good experimental candidates because they are publically available, building on the 

MATLAB foundation, and are consistent in their underpinnings, using scripts that are open to 

examination. These two IBR implementations serve to provide baseline results for comparison 

with our IBR method, which is also implemented in MATLAB. While neither off-the-shelf IBR 

package, cbires and CBIR, provides state-of-the-art results, the best results today are from 

corporations like Google, and thus their code is proprietary, so it is difficult to impossible to 

compare our results with theirs. While neither cbires nor CBIR provide stellar results—neither is 

up to the standards of professional IBR code being used commercially—they do provide a 

baseline for comparison, as we can compare results with the same database and with control over 

the experimentation. With two open source packages to compare with our method, all written as 

scripts in MATLAB, we can fully explore the effectiveness of our IBR strategy versus these 

others in a controlled environment. 

3.3.1 Previously Available IBR Packages 

The first package examined is cbires, developed primarily by Joani Mitro. cbires uses either k-

nearest-neighbors (knn) or Support Vector Machines (SVM) plus feature extraction to perform 

IBR (Mitro 2016, cbires 2017). As described in (cbires 2017), a good deal of data pre-processing 

is performed by cbires before the IBR techniques are used. An HSV histogram, 4X4X4 auto-

correlograms, RGB mean and standard deviation and Gabor wavelet coefficients are all 

calculated for each image. Each image is then decomposed in a 3-level decomposition, and all 
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resulting values are placed together in a vector that describes each image. An image database can 

be created from any set of sample images.  

Once images are pre-processed, cbires can use either knn or SVM to recall images similar to 

ones in the pre-created database. All essential controls are available via a GUI shown in Figure 

3.3. One either loads or creates an image database first; then one loads a test image (which, 

unfortunately, must be part of the training set!); then one chooses either “query” (knn) or 

“Support Vector Machine” as the IBR engine. 

 

 

Figure 3.3:  The Graphical Interface for the cbires package 
 

The second package, CBIR, was developed by Amine Ben Khalifa and Faezeh Tafazzoli 

(Khalifa 2013, CBIR 2017). CBIR utilizes feature extraction, which can either be done locally or 

globally. Both color and texture features can be extracted (with much more user control than the 

cbires package) either globally or locally, and different “distance” measures can be invoked to 

compare images, including Euclidean, Quadratic, and Chi Squared, to name a few. The user can 

also choose how to weight colors versus features, as well as other options, like the number of 

color bins, and so on. CBIR functions much like cbires in that it uses feature extraction first, and 

then calculates a “distance” between sample image and images within its database. With so many 

options, as shown in Figure 3.4, trying to achieve the ideal settings was not trivial for CBIR. 
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Also of note, CBIR does a great deal of calculation when sample images are queried, so it is runs 

the slowest of all tested methods during an IBR query.  

 

 

Figure 3.4:  The Graphical Interface for the CBIR package 
 

3.3.2 Class-Based Histogram IBR 

The method we have developed operates differently than the two baseline IBR packages 

described above. As the package is in a developmental stage, there is currently no GUI for it. 

While work has been done on per-image histogram comparisons to classify content (see for 

example, Swain 1992 and Wichmann 2002), our system differs from these in its use of a meta-

histogram: the histograms being compared are not of the images directly but of their 

classification probabilities. This system, which we have termed Class-Based Histogram, or CBH-

IBR, uses a pre-trained deep learning convolutional neural network (DLCNN)—in this case 

trained on the Image-net database (image-net.org 2018)—as the basis for image recall. A 

DLCNN uses a deep (21 layers in this case) convolutional neural network to classify images. In 

our case we modify a network trained via matconvnet (Vedaldi 2013)—a script package for 
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MATLAB that is specifically designed to create and train convolutional neural networks—that is 

set up to classify the 1,000 categories of images that Image-net contains. While this network, 

imagenet-vgg-f.mat, which comes included with the matconvnet download, is intended for use 

classifying a single output class (e.g., “this is a picture of a pomeranian”), we note that the final 

layer (a fully connected softmax probability layer) produces a 1,000 element vector that contains 

a probability between 0.0 and 1.0 for each of the classes. We exploit this fact by running a 

MATLAB script that records the full 1,000 element vector for each image in a resource database 

(from which images are pulled to match the query image). These vectors create a histogram of 

each of the 1,000 possible classes. When a query image is submitted via another script, its class 

vector is calculated and then compared via SSE to each of the other images, as shown in the 

following formula: 

		
Sbest =min (qj −bij )2

j=1

classes

∑
i=1

images

∑
⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟
, 	q= queryimage, 	b= baseimages. 

In other English, the query image’s class prediction vector (1,000 elements) is subtracted term-

by-term from the image class vector (also 1,000 elements) of each database image, in turn, and 

each of these values is squared, producing a positive number that is added to the other 999 items 

to produce, in the end, a sum of the squares of the differences between the query image’s 

histogram and a given image in the database. The size of the number is considered a proxy for 

the “closeness” of a given database image to the query image: a smaller number means the two 

images are more closely related in a quasi-semantic manner (they look similar to each other). 

The n images with the closest matches (smallest differential SSE, or smallest distance from the 

query image) in the resource database are chosen and displayed, as is the error between the query 

and resource images.  
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Even for images that do not contain one of the 1,000 image-net classes, each histogram turns out 

to be distinct—a kind of fingerprint for each image—and therefore can be used to retrieve 

similar images. Figure 3.5 shows a graph of the histogram of three images:  two are very similar 

(a husky and a beagle—both dogs) while one is quite different (a rock climber). Note that rock 

climber is not a valid image-net classification category, and thus the histogram has no 

outstanding peak. This image can still be used to retrieve similar images, however: even though 

there is no distinct probable output class for the image of the climber, the histogram is distinct 

from others and similar images produce similar histograms. The fact that images beyond the 

1,000 classes defined in the image-net set can be queried and discovered is exceptionally useful 

as it means this method can recall images it was not trained to recognize at all. One can see from 

Figure 3.5 that the similar images have very similar histograms, while the different object has a 

very different histogram. After some experimentation, we decided to discard all probabilities 

below 0.01 when comparing images:  these tiny probabilities add noise to the comparison and 

reduced the effectiveness of the engine. We have used our CBH method to test and recall many 

query images that are not classified within the 1,000 image-net classes (along with many images 

that are from image-net classes). While these images would not produce viable classifications via 

the network (as there is no class for them to find in the 1,000 classes), they nonetheless produce 

good results for IBR. 
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Figure 3.5:  The histogram output of two similar images (a husky and a beagle) and one 
dissimilar image (a rock climber). Note that the similar images have similar distinctly spiked 

histograms, identifying a class within the image-net databas, while the dissimilar image—which 
has no class in image-net—has a very different histogram that is much more spread out across 

classes. 
 

3.4 Experimental Setup and Methodology 

How to compare different IBR techniques is not entirely obvious:  as IBR produces 

qualitative results (i.e., how similar is one image to another?) human judgment is required to 

determine whether an image is similar or not. Additionally, there is no consistent error measure 

between techniques. For example, our CBH-IBR method uses the Sum of Squared Errors (SSE) 

of the histograms of image classification to compute error, while cbires uses Euclidean distance 

of feature vectors, and CBIR uses one of several methods to compute error. Thus there is no 

simple way to compare error measures to determine if one search engine does better than 

another. We therefore turned to a counting method—precision—to determine the quality of 

results:  we counted images that are categorically classified as the same as the query image (class 

matching); as we are looking at qualitative matches, we also counted images that are “pretty 
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close” to the query image even though they are not classified the same (e.g., a sunset query 

image might be a sunset over a beach and ocean, and a matching image might be of a beach and 

ocean during the day, or a sunset over the desert, either of which is “pretty close” to the query 

image); finally we counted images that are “not at all close,” i.e., both categorically and 

qualitatively incorrect. From these relatively straightforward metrics we calculate the precision 

of our results, either using only categorically matched images, or both matches and “pretty close” 

images. As precision is 
	

TruePositives
TruePositives +FalsePositives, for the categorical (exact) matches, any 

returned image that does not match the category of the query image (e.g., ‘bear’) is counted as a 

false positive. For the looser, qualitative matches, we (using human judgement) place “pretty 

close” images into the True Positives category as well. In the results section, we provide the 

precision measure for both the categorical match results and the categorical match + “pretty 

close” results.  

We selected two image sets, the Caltech 256 data set (vision.caltech.edu 2018) and the one 

included with the CBIR package (Khalifa 2013), and combined them into an image database of 

29,970 images that fall within 271 classes (many of which are not Image-net classes). These 

images contain between 80 and 200 of each image class/descriptor (e.g., sailboat, horses, bear, 

car).7 We then selected 50 images from google.com and duckduckgo.com as test query images 

(image descriptions are listed in Appendix A). The images are chosen to be reasonable query 

images, given the source image database; in other words, images that are similar to a large 

number of images (at least one class of 80+) within the source images.8 These images are 

                                                
7 As the Caltech data set contains many classes with more than 200 images, while others have as few as 80, we 

removed any images beyond 200 for a class to reduce class imbalance. 
8 As a test, we tried running our engines with query images that had no close relatives in the source images. Our 

CBH-IBR found images that had a qualitatively similar look, even though there were no possible exact matches. 
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isolated from the query database and any training work, so that they remain completely outside 

the world that the IBR packages had access to for training or querying.9 For each engine, after 

adjusting to find optimum settings, we run a query for each of our 50 test images and request 20 

similar images be output. For each of the 50 searches (requesting 20 images similar to the query 

image for each search) we count up the number of correct images (matched categories), the 

number of partially correct, and the number of incorrect results, and record them in a 

spreadsheet. Precision measures are computed for each image query as well as a single precision 

result for the entire 50 image query set for each query technique, shown in Table 3.1. 

In our tests, our pretrained Image-net network works very well, but still has room for 

improvement. We thus tried numerous methods to retrain/refine the network, including retraining 

via softmax log loss, top k error, mshinge, and our own modified version of softmax log loss that 

accounted for the top 10 matches (each altered to return a softmax log loss). While our hope was 

to find one method that outperformed the original network in all cases, this did not occur. We 

thus created a voting method that utilizes the best three retraining methods—the original 

network, the network retrained with softmax log, and the network retrained via minimizing sum 

of squared errors on CBH-IBR—creating a results vector of all three methods combined. We sort 

this new, combined vector (3 times the length of each return vector, or 60 values in this case) and 

take the top 20 results. While a few results are actually worse, most are the same or improved, so 

this method produces the best overall precision, as presented in Table 3.1. 

                                                                                                                                                       
This “graceful failure” result is not easily quantifiable, but seems similar to the way a human would select a close 
image to a query one if no exact matches were available.  

9 cbires requires the query image be in the image database, so we had to place the query image in the database before 
performing cbires searches.  
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Table 3.1: Precision measures for each of the four IBR methods tested (best results in 
bold). 

 
IBR Method Precision 

(match) 
Precision  
(match + partial) 

cbires 0.138 0.313 

CBIR 0.125 0.332 

CBH 0.778 0.896 

CBH - Retrained 0.866 0.959 

 
3.5 Results 

While the results in the right-hand column of Table 3.1 are somewhat qualitative, as we 

have to use human judgment to determine how close the more qualitative results are, the middle 

column, as it relates to categorical matches, provides a more rigorous comparison. In either case, 

however, it is easy to see that our CBH method provides far better results than either of the two 

packages to which it is compared. As the images below demonstrate, our IBR engine works 

substantially better than the baseline packages using the same source image database and the 

same query images. While both cbires and CBIR work fairly well on the data set on which they 

were tested, these two data sets are much smaller and less varied than the one on which we ran 

our tests. It was disappointing, in fact, how poorly both cbires and CBIR did on our data set.  

As IBR is visually based, we first present some representative results we have achieved for the 

different IBR engines. The cbires recall engine performs poorly, as evidenced both by its total 

precision score and by observing results. We attempted to improve the results, but there are very 

few parameters that can be adjusted via its GUI. We tried both knn and SVM methods, and 

found them about the same. Our results are for the knn method. As Table 3.1 and Figure 3.6 

indicate, the results of cbires are inadequate, with similar images only appearing in a few result 
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images, and those similar images are not even the ones calculated to have the smallest error 

(which are near the top, next to the query image, top-left). 

 

Figure 3.6:  Using cbires to query a sunset image. 19 images (plus the original) are 
presented 

 
CBIR performed around the same as cbires after some tweaking. Even at the best settings we 

could find, however, the image query results are certainly less than adequate, as indicated in 

Table 2.1 and Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7: Using CBIR to query a bear image. 20 images (plus the original) are 
presented 

 
As opposed to the two baseline methods, CBH-IBR produces high quality results, both visually 

and via the precision measure. Without retraining, the only tuning adjustment for this system is 

whether to ignore small values in the histogram vector, and what the threshold should be for 

ignoring small values. Empirically we determined that a value of 0.01 (or 1%) works the best. 

This setting ignores the noise of any very small probabilities, improving results dramatically. 

Interestingly, a large value for the threshold percentage reduces the quality of the results, 

indicating that categories of classification with smaller values significantly improve the engine’s 

ability to find similar images. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show two excellent results, while Figure 3.10 

shows one that is not wholly adequate. 
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Figure 3.8:  Using CBH-IBR to query a classic car image. Only 10 images (plus the query 
image, repeated for visual balance) are shown, for space purposes 
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Figure 3.9:  Using CBH-IBR to query a tiger image. Only 10 images (plus the query 
image, repeated for visual balance) are shown, for space purposes 
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Figure 3.10:  Using CBH-IBR to query an image of a mandolin. Only 10 images (plus the 
query image, repeated for visual balance) are shown, for space purposes 

 
Retraining the CBH-IBR method involves assigning classes to each image in the database, and 

using one of the above mentioned prediction/loss algorithms to determine the quality of the 

result. Retraining improves results in many cases, but also creates instances where the results are 

worse than the original. Thus we have stacked the three best methods—the original network, one 
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retrained via softmax log loss, and one via a custom histogram/class method10—and use lowest 

error scores from amongst the three methods to generate our 20 results. Figure 3.11 shows the 

results of the Mandolin query from Figure 2.10 after retraining. Note that the two images in the 

second to last row are now images of mandolins, not incorrect results. Though this stacked 

network method works the best of any we tested, it still produces results that are less than perfect 

for some query images, as shown in Figure 3.12.  

 

Figure 3.11: Using 3 CBH methods to query the same image of a mandolin as in Figure 
10. Only 10 images (plus the query image, repeated for visual balance) are shown, for space 

purposes 
 

                                                
10 Our method minimizes the derivative of the sum of squared errors between class histograms (term 1) added to 

class error, or softmax loss (term 2). The -1.5 term is an empirically determined weighting between the two terms. 
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Figure 3.12: Using 3 CBH methods to query an image of 3 dogs. Only 10 images (plus 
the query image, repeated for visual balance) are shown, for space purposes 

 
From visual examination, we produce precision measures for each search method, and for both 

categorical matches and matches + partially matched results. Table 3.1, above, shows the results 

of these more quantitative measures and the numbers parallel our visual observations.  

3.6 Discussion 

Our CBH-IBR method produces substantially better results than the baseline CBIR 

methods we tested. These results indicate that comparing class probability histograms produces 

high quality results without needing much data preprocessing (beyond adjusting images by 

subtracting the overall image database mean, which is standard practice). In addition, retraining 
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the network improves results, though sometimes at the cost of exact matches, as, shown in Figure 

3.14. While images on the right of Figure 3.13 are correct, as they match the class bear, they are 

visually less correlated than the original network’s results, as they output more brown bears. Our 

retraining method thus needs more granular classes on which to train: with sub classes for 

various bears, the degraded results would be eliminated. We also note that retraining based on 

individual classes is likely not the best way to improve performance. Our method allows the 

network to discover a web of probabilities associating images. Retraining the network to 

recognize a single class as correct, while improving class-based results, does not necessarily 

improve the visual quality of the results. We submit that a substantially different training method 

needs to be developed to refine the training of these networks. This could simply involve further 

training an original network like the image-net one with more images and more classes, but 

something more clever that can bootstrap the visual quality of results might work even better. 

Our custom prediction/loss method, which involves minimizing the sum of squared errors 

between the class histograms of the query image and the training images, works well only if we 

add to this the standard softmax loss method for classes. While results of this custom loss 

method are encouraging, research into improving this method is ongoing.  
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Figure 3.13: Using CBH-IBR via the original (unmodified) network (left), versus the retrained 
network (right) 

 
Overall we find our results to be excellent, both qualitatively and quantitatively. Using existing 

networks in a novel way leverages all of the work that has gone into training DLCNNs, and with 

more granular image classification databases and more research into training techniques, we 

believe the results will improve further. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

As the preceding chapters show, deep neural networks excel at a variety of tasks. From 

correcting sequences of images from a raw video recording via a cGAN, to utilizing the output 

vector of a CNN in a novel manner, variations of deep neural networks prove to be powerful 

tools in image manipulation. In a quasi-semantic manner, these networks are able to extract 

important aspects of an image and perform valuable tasks that traditionally required humans to 

perform.  

While exciting, much research remains concerning these networks and their uses. As noted 

above, more precision might be wrenched from the histogram method of image-based recall by 

training on a larger data set with more refined labeling. With this additional work in creating a 

more usable training set (no small task, of course) the histogram IBR method could prove to be 

usable in a commercial or professional context. For color correction, both classification and 

cGAN methods work well, but as noted above, the cGAN is likely the better choice for further 

research as data labeling is the big stumbling block at present. Again, with a larger, more varied 

data set, the cGAN color correction method could prove to be the basis for a commercially 

successful color correction tool.  

As color correction is not a topic not much studied in Artificial Intelligence circles, not a great 

deal of research has been done recently on that front. Still, some work has been done recently on 

related topics. Zhao et al. (2018), for example, discuss real-time color correction (in camera) for 

CMOS-based video cameras. Sheremet et al. (2018) trained CNNs to denoise images—though 
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these are stills, and not video sequences. Finally, Schwartz and Giryes (2019) use a new neural 

net they term a DeepISP to learn the entire image processing pipeline, from raw data to final 

output, allowing the network to automatically cover many steps needed to make raw image data 

ready for human consumption. As color correction is extremely important to the film/video 

industry, impacting aesthetic and commercial interests, the work done here is a good first step 

into an area that can use much more research.  

A more popular area, more research is ongoing in Image-Based Recall. Since the publication of 

the article on which Chapter 3 is based, much new research has focused on IBR, and in particular 

how to utilize information from clusters of data. For example, Sabahi, Ahmed and Swamy 

(2018) discuss using a perceptual image hashing function—which is in some ways analogous to 

our work with a histogram as it hashes images based on their content—to discover similar 

images. Van and Le (2018) utilize a binary cluster graph—which again functions in a similar 

manner to our work—to find similar content. In a somewhat more traditional method, Anjali et 

al. (2018) use a decision tree that outputs a classification that is then used to discover similar 

images.  

The newer research that has been done in both IBR and image correction demonstrates continued 

interest in these topics. We also note that these two tasks—image-based recall and video color 

grading—are ripe for commercial deployment, as they both provide value to producers and 

consumers of image and video. The potential for the networks developed in our research to be 

utilized in commercial contexts is very exciting. Though much work remains to be done, 

especially in data collection, both methods have passed the proof-of-concept stage, and, with 

more data and some refinement, should prove to be viable tools for use in image-based recall and 

color correction.  
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APPENDIX A 

THE LIST OF 50 QUERY IMAGES FOR CHAPTER 2 

Table 2 lists descriptions of the 50 query images in the experiment described in this paper. All 

query images are completely independent of the image database used to retrieve images. All 

images are similar to one or more image categories in the image database, with at least 80 images 

in the database a close match.  

Table A.1:  Images and descriptors of images used to test the four IBR search engines. 
 

Image Number Image Type 

1 barn (distant) 

2 bear (brown) 

3 smokestack (1) 

4 bus (mega) 

5 butterfly (monarch) 

6 castle (medieval) 

7 cat (orange tabby) 

8 Fire Truck 

9 flowers (closeup) 

10 horse (brown) 

11 military jet (1) 

12 lake + mountains 

13 passenger jet 
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14 snake 

15 sailboat (plus land) 

16 soccer (professional) 

17 smokestack (multiple) 

18 tiger (standing) 

19 waterfall (small) 

20 mansion (white house) 

21 wine glass (with wine) 

22 barn (medium) 

23 sheet music 

24 palm tree 

25 bus (city transit) 

26 butterfly (unknown) 

27 castle (neuschwanstein) 

28 cat (orange tabby) 

29 classic car (blue) 

30 cricket (sport) 

31 panther 

32 military jet (3) 

33 flowers (closeup) 

34 mansion 

35 mountains (sky, clouds) 

36 passenger jet 
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37 bear (polar) 

38 gorilla 

39 sailboat (plus land) 

40 soccer (amateur) 

41 tiger (recumbent) 

42 waterfall (medium) 

43 wine glasses (2) 

44 beer glass (with beer) 

45 horse (brown) 

46 lake + hills 

47 coffee mug 

48 dogs (3) 

49 stream 

50 mandolin 

 

 


